
Agreement concerning the recording of a lecture / 
courseof lectures

If you have any further enquiries, please contact the multimedia centre (MMZ) 
rrze-mmz@fau.de     www.mmz.rrze.fau.de  Ulrich-Schalk-Straße 3a  91056 Erlangen 

 _______________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________

Title of the lecture 

speaker

institute         _______________________________________________________________

date/semester, time, location  _______________________________________________________________

I agree to the fact that my event will be recorded, stored and if necessary converted and that the live
recording as well as the computer presentation with video and audio of my lecture will be archived by the
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (abr. FAU) and will be used in the following way:

□ recording and supply over the Internet via servers of the FAU (Please coose exactly one option from a to c)

 (a) to the public without access restrictions, e.g. FAU video portal, iTunesU (with download option)

 (b) to all students and members of the FAU with IdM-ID (without download option)

 (c)  to selected students and members of the FAU with access restriction, e.g. StudOn
  (without download option) 

 (d) with password protection (without download option) (This option can be chosen alone or in addition to b or c)
 This allows you to specifically grant individual outsiders access.)

□ live streaming on the internet (Please coose exactly one option from a to c)

 (a) to the public without access restrictions

 (b) to all students and members of the FAU with IdM-ID

 (c) to selected students and members of the FAU with access restriction, e.g. StudOn

 (d) with password protection (This option can be chosen alone or in addition to b or c)

I use the following media in my lecture  blackboard,   projector,     other:_______________________

I am aware that I have no claim to the availability of the material over a specific period of time. The FAU may
delete the recording or block access to it whenever this seems suitable.
As speaker of the above mentioned event I am responsible for my lecture. I especially affirm that I have the
copyrights to all used media, e.g. figures, text, documents, motion pictures, sound files and images.
Wherever this is not the case, the material of third parties is being used within the restrictions of citation laws
and with reference to the appropriate sources. These media can therefore be used gratuitously over the
above agreed channels of distribution. The recording and publication of the event carried out by myself does
not infringe upon anybody else's rights.
This agreement can be revoked in writing at any time and without showing cause by contacting the 
abovementioned entity.

location, date ____________________________  signature _______________________________
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